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Thea Musgrave

Turbulent Landscapes
Songs for a Winter’s Evening
Two’s Company
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TURBULENT LANDSCAPES
Sunrise with Sea Monsters
The Shipwreck
Snow Storm: Hannibal and his Army crossing the Alps
War. The Exile and the Rock Limpet
16th October, 1834: The Burning of the Houses of Parliament, 1834
Sunrise, with a Boat between Headlands
BBC Symphony Orchestra • Osmo Vänskä, conductor

25’08
3’20
6’08
3’34
3’18
4’38
4’10

SONGS FOR A WINTER’S EVENING
I am my mammy’s ae bairn
Summer’s a pleasant time
O, whistle an’ I’ll come to ye, my lad!
Ca’ the yowes to the knowes
Ye banks and braes o’ bonnie Doon
Jamie come try me
John Anderson my jo
Lisa Milne, soprano • BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra
Osmo Vänskä, conductor

22’39
3’04
3’01
2’05
3’22
3’14
4’17
3’36

TWO’S COMPANY
Desolate, lonely
Frivolous, playful
Dramatic: furious / expressive
Warm – passionate – exultant
Evelyn Glennie, percussion • Nicholas Daniel, oboe
BBC Symphony Orchestra • Jirí Belohlávek, conductor

20’49
6’55
3’36
5’05
5’13

Photo: Christian Steiner

^

Total timing

^

1
2
3
4
5
6

69’01

Recorded live at the BBC Proms
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TURBULENT LANDSCAPES: notes by THEA MUSGR AVE
TURBULENT LANDSCAPES

For orchestra (2003)

Commissioned by the Boston Symphony Orchestra
Programme note by the composer, with interspersed commentary on the original Turner paintings
by Michael Cassin of the Clark Art Institute, Williamstown, MA

The turbulence of the title represents some kind of ‘event’ that is wonderfully depicted in the
various paintings by Turner that have been chosen for this work. Since music exists in time, there
can be a ‘before’ and an ‘after’: so in these movements the event sometimes effects a major
change and sometimes not. To heighten the drama, the protagonist in each of the movements is
characterized by a solo player from the orchestra.
There are six quite independent movements though they share some of the same musical
material. Each movement is represented by one picture of Turner, except for the second
movement which has three pictures. This work is dedicated to my friends in America.
I
SUNRISE WITH SEA MONSTERS
circa 1845: Tate Gallery, London
Dedicated to Roger and Ellen Golde
The calm sea of the early morning is ruffled
by the arrival of a sea monster (tuba solo) in a
playful mood. Eventually the sun rises
(trumpets, an A major chord) and the monster
swims off with a swish of the tail. The calm
returns. TM
The first movement refers to a painting from
the mid-1840s called Sunrise with Sea Monsters.
The sun explodes in a golden glow on the right
4

of the canvas, dispersing the early morning
mist that fills the rest of the sky, and revealing
amorphous sea creatures swimming on top of
the waves. You might see a couple of fish eyes
staring back at you, and maybe a hint of a tail
swishing through the water. But these details
add up to no known species of sea creature.
Look at them for a moment or two and they
might seem like whimsical fish from a children’s
story. Stare at them for longer and they turn
into the kind of indefinable but disturbing
creatures your imagination might conjure up
when you’re floating on the edge of sleep at
three in the morning. MC

II THE SHIPWRECK
exhibited 1805: Tate Gallery, London
Dedicated to Nina Kelly
This movement is based on three pictures: the
first is Staffa, Fingals’s Cave (1832, Yale Center
for British Art) which seemed an appropriate
opening for this movement. The gathering
storm thus has a location, and a hint of
Mendelssohn was not to be resisted! The
movement builds gradually and inexorably to
a violent storm depicted in the picture of the
title and the ship goes down. This turbulence
effects a devastating change, for many lives
are lost. The third picture is a very moving
pencil watercolour from 1841: Dawn after the
Wreck (1841, Courtauld Institute Gallery,
London). The dog howling on the deserted
shore surely means an inconsolable woman
mourning her husband (a solo oboe in an
impassioned cadenza). The Gregorian chant
Dies irae tolls quietly as accompaniment. TM
The second movement connects two oil
paintings from 1805 and 1832 with a watercolour
from the early 1840s. The Shipwreck shows a
number of small sailing vessels struggling to
stay afloat in the middle of high seas and under
a storm-dark sky, the sailors and passengers
desperately fighting against the uncontrollable

forces of Nature. In Staffa, Fingal’s Cave a
steamer, possibly one of the boats that ferried
hundreds of tourists (including Mendelssohn) to
the legendary island home of the sweet-voiced
Gaelic warrior-hero-poet Fionn Mac Cumhail
(aka Finn Mac Cool), chugs away from the
basalt rocks. These monumental reminders of
the ancient past are contrasted with an
inglorious, but nevertheless rather wonderful,
manifestation of the sooty present. Times
change but the seas abide. In Dawn after the
Wreck a baying hound is left on the beach,
howling not at the moon, but at the empty
waves that have covered all trace of any manmade craft. This remarkable watercolour – less
than fifteen inches across – is a deeply poignant
image of loss, solitude, and grief. MC
III SNOW STORM: HANNIBAL AND
HIS ARMY CROSSING THE ALPS
exhibited 1812: Tate Gallery, London
Dedicated to Jon and Lillian Lovelace
A barely seen Hannibal (solo horn) urges his
army (strings) forward despite the developing
snow storm (percussion and flutter-tongued
flutes). The journey is increasingly arduous as
the snow thickens, but at last the storm clears
and a distant sunny (A major) Italy is seen in
the distance. TM
5
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Turner’s great painting Snowstorm: Hannibal and
his Army crossing the Alps was probably inspired
by literary descriptions of the Carthaginian
general’s momentous trek into Italy, as well as
by a now lost watercolour by Turner’s older
contemporary, J.R. Cozens. The hero himself is
only just visible: a tiny figure in the middle of the
canvas, riding an elephant across the horizon.
Hannibal has to cope with more than the
logistical nightmare of manoeuvring large
numbers of troops and supplies up the steep
mountain passes: he also has to battle with the
indigenous population and truly terrible
weather. Great swaths of black cloud, heavily
laden with snow, sweep across the sky,
dramatically at odds with the softly glowing sun
that casts a muddy light over scenes of rape and
pillage in the foreground. The human incidents
are imagined but the weather, at least, is real.
Turner witnessed a spectacular storm like this
one, two years earlier, while staying with a
patron in Yorkshire. MC
IV WAR. THE EXILE AND THE
ROCK LIMPET
exhibited 1842: Tate Gallery, London
Dedicated to Claire Brook
In a desolate landscape, the exiled Napoleon
stands pensive: behind him a guard stands on
alert. Here the turbulence is internal. As
6
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Napoleon (solo trumpet) contemplates a rock
limpet (muted horn chord always at the same
pitch) he remembers some of the events of his
charismatic life and downfall: like Hannibal, the
joy of his successful crossing of the Alps with
his army (distant sound of La Marseillaise); later
the interminable snow and the disastrous
retreat from Moscow; then his thoughts turn to
despair with the memory of his defeat at the
battle of Trafalgar (distant sound of the British
National Anthem, God Save our gracious King)
and finally his exile. TM
Hannibal was first exhibited at the Royal
Academy in 1812, the year in which Napoleon, at
the height of his power, led his army on their
disastrous march into Russia. For many
Englishmen in the early years of the nineteenth
century, Turner among them, the struggle
between Carthage and Rome was seen as an
antique parallel for the contemporary struggle
between Britain and France. In the painting War.
The Exile and the Rock Limpet, the elongated
figure of Napoleon – a modern Hannibal –
stands in not so splendid isolation on St Helena,
his sole companion an armed guard, while the
hot red sun sets in the centre of the painting.
Like the baying hound in Dawn after the Wreck,
this image of the defeated, introspective
emperor is a powerful evocation of loneliness
and regret for the past. MC

V 16TH OCTOBER, 1834: THE BURNING
OF THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT, 1834
Tate Gallery, London
or
THE BURNING OF THE HOUSES OF
LORDS AND COMMONS, 1834
The Philadelphia Museum
or
THE BURNING OF THE HOUSES OF
LORDS AND COMMONS, 1834
Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio
Dedicated to John and Irene Field
There are several paintings of this event and it
must have been spectacular to behold. A
quiet, peaceful night where bass clarinet, cor
anglais and viola soli accompany the horns
who softly intone the British National
Anthem, thus setting the location. Suddenly a
flame shoots up into the sky (solo piccolo). The
flames (woodwind and percussion) build to a
big climax and buildings collapse. But after a
moment we hear the horns very quietly
resuming the National Anthem, thus we know
that the buildings will be rebuilt. TM
In War, the intense light from the setting sun
burns our eyes. The atmospheric conditions
reflect the central character’s emotional state.
In the two oil paintings and numerous
watercolour sketches which comprise Turner’s

eyewitness account of the burning of the
Houses of Parliament, the sun is absent. The
sky is dark but for a little cold grey moonlight.
But rising into this dark void a violent red burst
of flame lights up the north bank of the River
Thames, engulfing the Palace of Westminster
and reducing the Mother of Parliaments to a
charred ruin. During the day, on 16 October
1834, workmen began gathering up and burning
stacks of wooden tally-sticks, an out-dated
form of tax receipt, that had been allowed to
accumulated in the Palace cellars. Unbeknown
to anyone, the fire was still going when the
buildings were locked up for the night and by
six in the evening the whole place was ablaze.
Only Westminster Hall survived, due to a lucky
change in the direction of the wind. Most of
the inhabitants of London turned out to watch
the seat of their government burning to the
ground. Turner was there too, watching from
the south bank and maybe also from a small
boat on the river, furiously filling page after
page of his sketchbooks with watercolour
studies of the disaster. Turner must surely have
been attracted to the subject because of its
visual impact but he may also have been
interested in the symbolic implications of the
event. Parliament had recently passed a series
of Reform Bills that finally erased some of the
worst inequities of the old election process.
7
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Like many of his contemporaries, Turner might
well have felt that the flames that destroyed
the old Parliament buildings symbolized the
end of an old and out-dated political system.
Whether his purpose was symbolic or purely
painterly, Turner translated the fire into images
of terrible beauty. MC
VI SUNRISE, WITH A BOAT BETWEEN
HEADLANDS
circa 1840-45: Tate Gallery, London
Dedicated to Anthony Fogg
A thick fog (big string cluster) envelopes the
landscape – the huge looming cliffs (muted
brass chords) are hardly visible and a fog horn
(two horns) alerts a ship to the danger of
collision. A lonely clarinet summons the
morning sun which eventually appears
(trumpets and woodwinds) and the fog
evaporates. The ship is now fully revealed
(strings) and sails between the cliffs (brass
now unmuted) towards the open sea. The
mood is tranquil as the ship disappears into
the distance. There is a brief reminiscence of
the sea monster. TM
The sun in Turner’s paintings is not always
intense; perhaps more effectively than any
other painter before or since, he could record
the pale light of dawn breaking through the
8

early morning mist. The final movement of
Musgrave’s composition refers to one of
Turner’s remarkable late paintings; Sunrise with
Boat between Headlands is probably unfinished,
but it is nevertheless one of his most sublime
canvases. Translucent veils of grey and blue
and yellow float on the painting’s surface. The
turbulence of the other paintings in this
selection has subsided here; in this final work,
the world is still and silent, the day has not yet
quite begun. MC
Michael Cassin’s essay was printed originally in
the program book of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, copyright © Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Inc; reprinted by permission.

For soprano & orchestra (1995)
Commissioned by the 17th Dumfries & Galloway Arts Festival and the 1st Burns International Festival

This commission, to celebrate Robert Burns
on the occasion of the 200th anniversary of
his death, has caused me to revisit my
Scottish heritage. As much as this is
inevitably part of my life, so, in this work, the
tunes to which Burns wrote his inimitable
poems are embedded in the musical texture
— sometimes in the foreground, sometimes
in the background.
The seven poems were chosen very carefully
with a view to creating a song cycle
describing the ‘events’ in the life of a woman,
from the flirtatious young girl, to the young
woman betrayed, to her eventual fulfilment
in mature love which has lasted many a year.
The challenge was how to integrate Burns’
18th-century world with our own, both
emotionally and musically. Musically this
meant finding a melodic and harmonic
language, that, though recognizing and
incorporating the original tunes, would
nevertheless be heard from a contemporary
viewpoint. The past can only ever be revisited
with our own contemporary imagination and
sensibility.

I.
I am my mammy’s ae bairn,
Wi’ unco folk I weary, Sir,
And lying in a man’s bed,
I’m fley’d it make me irie, Sir.
I’m o’er young, I’m o’er young,
I’m o’er young to marry yet;
I’m o’er young, ‘twad be a sin
To tak me frae my mammy yet.
Hallowmass is come and gane,
The nights are lang in winter, Sir;
And you an’ I in ae bed,
In truth, I dare na venture, Sir.
Fu’ loud and shrill the frosty wind
Blows thro’ the leafless timmer, Sir;
But if ye come this gate again,
I’ll older be gin simmer, Sir.
ae bairn=only child; unco=strange; fley’d=scared;
irie=afraid; Hallowmass=All Saints’ Day; timmer=timber;
gin simmer=by summer

9
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II
Summer’s a pleasant time,
Flow’rs of ev’ry colour;
The water rins o’er the heugh,
And I long for my true lover!
Ay waukin, O,
Waukin still and weary:
Sleep I can get nane,
For thinking on my Dearie.
When I sleep I dream,
When I wauk I’m irie;
Sleep I can get nane
For thinking on my Dearie.
Lanely night comes on,
A’ the lave are sleepin:
I think on my bonnie lad
And I bleer my e’en wi’ greetin.
heugh=bank; waukin=waking; irie=afraid; lave=others;
bleer=blur; e’en=eyes; greetin=weeping

III
O, whistle an’ I’ll come to ye, my lad!
O, whistle an’ I’ll come to ye, my lad!
Tho’ father an’ mother an’ a’ should gae mad,
O, whistle an’ I’ll come to ye, my lad!
But warily tent when ye come to court me,
And come nae unless the back-yett be a-jee;
Syne up the back-style, and let naebody see,
And come as ye were na comin to me.
And come as ye were na comin to me.
At kirk, or at market, when’er ye meet me,
Gang by me as tho’ that ye car’d na a flie;
10
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But steal me a blink o’ your bonnie black e’e,
Yet look as ye were na looking to me.
Yet look as ye were na looking to me.
Ay vow and protest that ye care na for me,
And whiles ye may lightly my beauty awee;
But court na anither, tho’ jokin ye be,
For fear that she wile your fancy frae me.
For fear that she wile your fancy frae me.
warily tent=act warily; yett=gate; a-jee=ajar; syne=then;
kirk=church; gang=go; na a flie=not a fly; blink=glance;
e’e=eye; awee=belittle; wile=entice

IV
Ca’ the yowes to the knowes,
Ca’ them where the heather grows,
Ca’ them where the burnie rows,
My bonnie dearie.
As I gaed down the water-side
There I met my shepherd lad,
He row’d me sweetly in his plaid,
And he ca’d me his dearie.
Will ye gang down the water-side
And see the waves sae sweetly glide
Beneath the hazels spreading wide
The moon it shines fu’ clearly.
Ye sall get gowns and ribbons meet,
Calf leather shoon upon your feet,
And in my arms ye’se lie and sleep
And ye sall be my dearie.
If ye’ll but stand to what ye’ve said,
I’se gang wi’ you, my shepherd lad,
And ye may rowe me in your plaid,
And I sall be your dearie.

While waters wimple to the sea;
While day blinks in the lift sae high;
Till clay-cold death sall blind my e’e,
Ye sall be my dearie.
Ca’=drive: yowes=ewes: knowes=knolls: burnie=brooklet:
rowes=ripples: gaed=went: rowed=wrapped: gang=go:
ye’se=you shall: wimple=twist: lift=sky

V
Ye banks and braes o’ bonnie Doon,
How can ye bloom sae fresh and fair;
How can ye chant, ye little birds,
And I sae weary fu’ o’ care!
Thou’ll break my heart, thou warbling bird,
That wantons thro’ the flowering thorn:
Thou minds me o’ departed joys,
Departed never to return.
Oft hae I rov’d by bonnie Doon,
To see the rose and woodbine twine
And ilka bird sang o’ its love,
And fondly sae did I o’ mine.
Wi’ lightsome heart I pu’d a rose,
Fu’ sweet upon its thorny tree;
And my false lover stole my rose,
But ah! he left the thorn wi’ me.
braes=slopes; hae=have; ilke=each; pu’d=plucked

VI
Jamie come try me,
Jamie come try me,
If thou would win my love
Jamie come try me,
If thou should ask my love,
Could I deny thee?

If thou would win my love
Jamie come try me,
If thou should kiss me, love,
Who could espy thee?
If thou wad be my love,
Jamie come try me.
Jamie come try me,
Jamie come try me,
If thou would win my love
Jamie come try me.
VII
John Anderson my jo, John,
When we were first acquent;
Your locks were like the raven,
Your bonny brow was brent;
But now your brow is bald, John,
Your locks are like the snow;
But blessings on your frosty pow,
John Anderson my jo.
John Anderson my jo, John,
We clamb the hill the gither;
And mony a canty day, John,
We had wi’ ane anither:
Now we maun totter down, John,
And hand in hand we’ll go:
And sleep the gither at the foot,
John Anderson my jo.
acquent=acquainted; brent=smooth, unwrinkled;
pow=pate; clamb=climbed; the gither=together;
mony=many; canty=pleasant; ane anither=one another;
maun=must
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Two’s company
THEA MUSGRAVE
A concerto for oboe, percussion and orchestra (2005)

This work was commissioned by the BBC for
Evelyn Glennie and Nicholas Daniel. It was an
exciting challenge to write a dramatic work
for two such dissimilar sound worlds. I
decided that I would strongly dramatize this
difference before bringing them harmoniously
together. Thus at the beginning of the work
the two soloists are standing as far apart from
each other as possible: the percussion
downstage on the right, behind the cellos,
and the oboe on the opposite side off-stage.
For each of the four ensuing sections the
soloists move around the orchestra to different
positions and these changes are always
dramatically motivated. Throughout the two
soloists are aware of each other and play with
each other’s attention, but only come together
musically and physically in the very last section.
The slow first section is marked Desolate,
lonely: when the oboe first enters he responds
initially to the cor anglais, and then later to a
solo clarinet. This encourages him to go on
stage and take a position near his fellow
woodwinds, which precipitates the second
12

movement. The solo percussion, hoping to
attract the oboe’s attention, moves to the
vibraphone which is set closer at hand.
The second section, Frivolous, playful is a
jaunty scherzo, mostly in 5/4 rhythm, and for
a time it seems that the oboe responds
favourably to the percussion – but then the
horns attract his attention and he eventually
moves so as to be close to them and the harp.
In frustration the solo percussion moves to
the drums (congas, tomtoms and bongos). The
third section Dramatic: furioso / espressivo is a
series of confrontations. Aggressive music for
the percussion (supported by strings and
brass) alternates with an expressive solo oboe
(accompanied by horns and harp). These
alternations come closer and closer together
ending in a big climax. The oboe finally turns
to the percussion and ‘invites’ the player to
listen. The percussion responds and so sets
the scene for both soloists to come down
stage center and bonding for the final section:
Warm leading to Passionate and finally
Exultant – a whirling coda.

Rich, powerful musical language and
a strong sense of drama have made
Thea Musgrave one of the most
respected and exciting of living
composers. Born in Edinburgh in
1928, she studied at the University of
Edinburgh then in Paris, where she
spent four years as a pupil of Nadia
Boulanger, before establishing
herself in London with her orchestral,
choral, operatic and chamber works.
In 1970 she was named guest
professor at the University of
California, Santa Barbara, which
anchored her increasing involvement
with the musical life of the United
States; in 1971 she married the
American violist and opera
conductor Peter Mark and she now
lives in the US. In 1974 she received
the Koussevitzky Award; she has also
been awarded two Guggenheim
Fellowships, and was recognized with
honorary degrees by Old Dominion
University (Virginia), Smith College,
Glasgow University and in 2004 the
New England Conservatory in
Boston; she was awarded a CBE in
2002. As Distinguished Professor at
Queens College, City University of
New York from September 1987 to
2002, she has guided many young
and gifted student composers.

Musgrave has consistently explored
new means of projecting dramatic
situations in her music: some works
are dramatic-abstract, that is,
without programmatic content (such
as the Clarinet Concerto, Horn
Concerto, Viola Concerto and Space
Play), while others employ specific
programmatic ideas using
extensions of concerto principles –
these include the paintings in The
Seasons and Turbulent Landscapes,
the poem in Ring Out Wild Bells, and
Greek legends in Orfeo and Helios.
Other works exploit spatial
acoustics: for example, the soloists
in Two’s Company and the Clarinet
Concerto move around the different
sections of the orchestra, thus
becoming not only conversants in an
abstract musical dialogue, but also
the living embodiment of its
dramatis personae.
It is therefore not surprising that her
focus on the lyric and dramatic
potential of music should have led to
Musgrave’s fluency in opera, and
that her large-scale works of the
past thirty years – beginning with
The Voice of Ariadne (1972) and
followed by Mary, Queen of Scots
(1977), A Christmas Carol (1979) and
Harriet, the Woman Called Moses
(1984) – are the consequence of the

instrumental concertos. Simón
Bolívar (1993) and Pontalba (2003),
like many of her stage works, focus
on an historic figure whose life takes
on an epic or archetypal dimension.
With such a large and varied career
and catalogue, Thea Musgrave is
frequently interviewed and
questioned about being a ‘woman’
composer, to which she has replied:
‘Yes, I am a composer, and I am a
woman, but rarely at the same time’.
© Claire Brook

LISA MILNE
Soprano
Scottish soprano Lisa Milne studied
at the Royal Scottish Academy of
Music and Drama. Her operatic roles
have included Pamina (Die
Zauberflöte) and Susanna (Le nozze di
Figaro) at the Metropolitan Opera
New York and Pamina, Marzelline
(Fidelio), Micäela (Carmen) and the
title roles in both Rodelinda and
Theodora at the Glyndebourne
Festival. She also appears regularly
at ENO, WNO and with Scottish
Opera.
A frequent guest at the major
festivals, her many concert
engagements have included
appearances with Boston Symphony
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Wigmore Hall; and Simon Holt’s
Sunrise’ Yellow Noise, also with the
CBSO.
A renowned recitalist, she has
appeared at the Aix-en-Provence,
Edinburgh and City of London
Festivals, the Oxford Lieder Festival,
the Palais des Beaux Arts in Brussels,
and the Schumannfeste in
Düsseldorf. She is a regular guest at
London’s Wigmore Hall.
She was awarded an MBE in the
Queen’s Birthday Honours in 2005.

DAME EVELYN GLENNIE
Percussion

Orchestra and James Levine, Berlin
Philharmonic with Sir Simon Rattle,
the Rotterdam Philharmonic with
Valery Gergiev, Dresden
Staatskapelle with Robin Ticciati and
the Mahler Chamber Orchestra with
Daniel Harding.
Committed to new music, she has
given world premieres of works
including James MacMillan’s
Parthenogenesis (with the CBSO); the
role of Sian in MacMillan’s opera The
Sacrifice for WNO; Joseph Phibbs’s
The Canticle of the Rose at the
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One of the most eclectic and
innovative musicians on the scene
today, Dame Evelyn Glennie is
constantly redefining the goals and
expectations of percussion. She has
commissioned 160 new works for
solo percussion from many eminent
composers; she also composes and
records music for film and television,
her first drama score being
nominated for a BAFTA award.
Evelyn gives more than 100
performances a year worldwide; the
range of her collaborators includes
Nana Vasconcelos, Kodo, Bela Fleck,
Björk, Bobby McFerrin, Sting,
Emmanuel Ax, the Kings Singers,

Page 14

Mormon Tabernacle Choir and Fred
Frith. Of her 25 recordings to date,
her first disc, Bartok’s Sonata for
Two Pianos and Percussion won her
a Grammy in 1988, and two further
Grammy nominations have followed
– as have a best-selling
autobiography, Good Vibrations, a
collaboration with film director
Thomas Riedelsheimer, two series of
her own television programme
Soundbites for the BBC, and regular
TV appearances across the world.

As a conductor, Nicholas has worked
with orchestras in the UK and
abroad, and is Associate Artistic
Director of the Britten Sinfonia. He
is also Artistic Director of the
Leicester International Festival and
teaches in the UK and in Germany,
where he is Professor of Oboe at the
Hochschule für Musik, Trossingen.

education, motivational speaking
and jewellery design. After 20 years
in the music business she has also
begun teaching privately, which
allows her to explore the art of
teaching and the world of sound
therapy as a means of
communication.
In 1993 Evelyn was awarded the OBE;
this was extended in 2007 to Dame
Commander for her services to
music, and to date she has received
over 80 international awards.

Evelyn’s activities also include
successfully lobbying the
Government on issues such as music

www.evelyn.co.uk

NICHOLAS DANIEL
Oboe
Nicholas Daniel’s distinguished
career began when, at the age of 18,
he won the BBC Young Musician of
the Year Competition. Following his
debut at the 1992 BBC Proms The
Sunday Times described him as one
of the greatest exponents of the
oboe in the world. Today one of the
UK’s most distinguished soloists as
well as an increasingly successful
conductor, he has become an
important ambassador for music and
musicians in many different fields.
Nicholas has been heard on every
continent, and has been a concerto
soloist with many of the world’s

OSMO VÄNSKÄ
Conductor

leading orchestras and conductors. A
champion of contemporary music,
he has premiered works by many
distinguished composers including
Thea Musgrave, John Tavener, Henri
Dutilleux and Harrison Birtwistle; for
NMC he has recorded John
Woolrich’s Oboe Concerto (NMC
D071) as well as works by Thea
Musgrave, Colin Matthews and
Simon Bainbridge.

Praised for his intense and dynamic
performances, Osmo Vänskä is
recognized for compelling
interpretations of the standard,
contemporary and Nordic
repertoires.
Vänskä began his music career as a
clarinettist in the Helsinki and Turku
Philharmonic Orchrstras. Following
conducting studies at Finland’s
Photo: Seppo Sirkka
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Nicholas is a founder member of the
Haffner Wind Ensemble and the
Britten Oboe Quartet; he gives
regular recitals and plays chamber
music with many distinguished
instrumentalists and ensembles.
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In 2003, Vänskä became Music
Director of the Minnesota
Orchestra, where he has drawn
extraordinary reviews for concerts
both at home and abroad; Vänskä
and the Minnesota Orchestra have
also recently completed a highly
acclaimed five-year, five-disc project
to record the complete Beethoven
symphonies on the BIS label. As a
guest conductor, he has appeared
with all the major US orchestras, as
well as many eminent European
ensembles including the Berlin
Philharmonic, Leipzig Gewandhaus
and the Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra.
The many honours and distinctions
awarded to him include an honorary
doctorate from the University of
Glasgow, in recognition of his
tenure as Chief Conductor of the
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BBC Scottish Symphony, and a
Doctor of Humane Letters degree
from the University of Minnesota
School of Music in 2008. He has also
been honoured with a Royal
Philharmonic Society Award for his
outstanding contribution to classical
music. Vänskä was named Musical
America Conductor of the Year in
2005.
^

^

JIRÍ BELOHLÁVEK
Conductor

^

The
renowned Czech maestro Jirí
^
Belohlávek took up the position of
Chief Conductor of the BBC
Symphony Orchestra in July 2006.
He was Chief Conductor of the
Prague Symphony (1977-89) and
Music Director of the Czech
Philharmonic (1990-1992), with
whom he has recorded extensively
for Chandos Records. He founded,
and is now Music Director Laureate
of, the Prague Philharmonia with
whom he has undertaken many
tours.
He appears regularly with major
orchestras including the Leipzig
Gewandhaus, Vienna Symphony,
Berlin Philharmonic, Amsterdam
Concertgebouw, Orchestre de Paris,
Philharmonia, London Philharmonic
and NHK (Tokyo) Symphony. In

North America, he conducts the
symphony orchestras of San
Francisco, Detroit, Philadelphia,
Dallas, Washington D.C., St. Louis ^
and
Minnesota. In his homeland, Jirí
^
Belohlávek was appointed President
of the Prague Spring Festival in
2006.
In 2008 he was presented with a
Gramophone Award in the ‘Best
Opera’ category for his live
recording with the^ BBC Symphony
Orchestra of Janácek’s The Excursions
of Mr. Broucek.
^

Sibelius Academy, Vänskä was
awarded first prize in the 1982
Besançon International Young
Conductor’s Competition; in 1988 he
became Music Director of the Lahti
Symphony Orchestra, where he now
holds the position of Conductor
Laureate. During his two decades
there he transformed the regional
ensemble into one of Finland’s
flagship orchestras.
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BBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
The BBC Symphony Orchestra has
played a central role at the heart of
British musical life since its
inception in 1930 and provides the
backbone of the BBC Proms with at
least a dozen concerts each year
including the First and Last Nights.
The BBC SO is strongly committed to
20th-century and contemporary
music, having given the premieres of
over 1,000 works by composers
including Bartók, Britten, Hindemith,
Holst, Stravinsky and Shostakovich.
More recently, it has given world
premieres of BBC commissions by
such leading composers as Elliott
Carter, Vic Hoyland, Matthias
Pintscher and Judith Weir; it has
appeared on nearly 30 NMC releases.
As Associate Orchestra of the
Barbican, the BBC SO performs an
annual season of concerts there
including, from the 2008-09 season,
a series of three Total Immersion
Days dedicated
to
the music of three
^
^
composers. Jirí Belohlávek took up
the role of Chief Conductor in 2006
and the BBC SO enjoys close
relationships with Principal Guest
Conductor David Robertson,
Conductor Laureate Sir Andrew
Davis and, from 2009, Artist in

Association Oliver Knussen. The BBC
SO undertakes an ambitious and
innovative programme of education
projects each year.
All concerts are broadcast on BBC
Radio 3 and a number are televised.
www.bbc.co.uk/symphonyorchestra
BBC Symphony Orchestra Soloists
in Turbulent Landscapes
Clio Gould
Sam Elliott
Richard Simpson
Bill Houghton
Nicholas Korth
Michael Cox
Richard Hosford
Caroline Harrison
Ruth McDowall

Leader
Tuba
Oboe
Trumpet
Horn
Piccolo
Clarinet
Viola
Bass Clarinet

BBC SCOTTISH SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Formed in 1935, the BBC Scottish
Symphony Orchestra is recognised as
one of the UK’s leading orchestras.
Winner of several awards, including a
Royal Philharmonic Society Award
and three Gramophone Awards –
including one for Jonathan Harvey’s
Body Mandala (NMC D141) – its wide
repertoire and flexible approach
means it can perform complex
contemporary pieces alongside major
symphonic works. It has a busy

broadcasting schedule on BBC Radio
3 and records commercially.
Based at City Halls in Glasgow’s
Merchant City, the orchestra takes
live music to towns and cities across
Scotland every season, is in demand
at major UK festivals and plays every
summer at the BBC Proms. It has
appeared in many of the great
musical centres of Europe and has
toured the USA, South America and
China. It is especially active in
commissioning and promoting new
music, having worked with many
leading composers over the years
from Britten and Shostakovich to
Jonathan Harvey and Tan Dun. It is
very proud of its support for Scottish
composers – including Stuart
MacRae, whose music the orchestra
has recorded to great acclaim for
NMC (D115).
In September 2009 Ilan Volkov steps
down after seven years as the
orchestra’s Chief Conductor and
assumes the role of Principal Guest
Conductor; he is succeeded by the
eminent Scottish-born conductor
Donald Runnicles.
www.bbc.co.uk/bbcsso
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NMC FRIENDS
As a step towards placing
NMC Recordings on a
sustainable long-term financial
footing, we have launched
NMC Friends. We very much
hope that you will want to join
us, and take this opportunity
to support our continuing and
central role in the future of
British contemporary music.
By becoming a Friend of NMC,
your donation will help us to
record new and recent works
by primarily British composers,
giving you the opportunity to
play a vital role in contributing
to the development and
realisation of our future
activities. For more details,
please contact us at the
address opposite.

This disc has been released with the generous support of NMC Friends:
FOUNDER MEMBERS
Anthony Bolton • Richard Fries • Luke Gardiner • Jeremy Marchant
Belinda Matthews • Colin Matthews • Edward Smith
BENEFACTORS
Robin Chapman • Graham Elliott • Mr & Mrs S Foster • Jonathan Goldstein
Elaine Gould • Mr TM Holmes • Mrs AM Holmes • Andrew Lockyer • Jane Manning
& Anthony Payne • Jackie Newbould • Stephen Newbould • Dominic Nudd
Stephen Plaistow • Imogen Robertson • Martin Staniforth
FRIENDS
David Aldous • Raymond Ayriss • Sir Alan Bowness • Martyn Brabbins
Simon Collings • Jonathan Cross • Rebecca Dawson • David Mark Evans • David Ellis
Anthony Gilbert • Jenny Goodwin • Ian Gordon • Cathy Graham • David Gutman
Matthew Harris • Dr Trevor Jarvis • Prof. Stephen McHanwell • Dr Kieron O’Hara
Andrew Porter • Keith Purser • James Rodley • Clark Rundell • Bernard Samuels
Howard Skempton • Ian Smith • Roger Stevens • Owen Toller • Jeff Tollerman
Roberto Ugarte • Janet Waterhouse • Keith Whittock • Richard J Wildash
Graham Williams

Turbulent Landscapes was recorded on 20 July 2005 at the
Royal Albert Hall, London as part of the BBC Proms.

Thea Musgrave’s music is published by Novello & Co.
and Chester Music.

Producers ANN MCKAY (concert), NIGEL WILKINSON (editing)
Engineers SIMON HANCOCK (concert), SUSAN THOMAS (editing)

Cover photo © JEFF GYNANE with the istockphoto agency
Inlay image JMW Turner: Sunrise with Sea Monsters (detail)
© Tate, London 2009

Songs for a Winter’s Evening was recorded on 2 August 1998 at the
Royal Albert Hall, London.

NMC Recordings is a charitable company established for the recording
of contemporary music by the Holst Foundation; it is grateful for
funding from the Britten-Pears Foundation and Arts Council England.

Producer SIMON LORD
Engineer NEIL PEMBERTON

HANNAH VLC̆EK Label Manager
ELEANOR WILSON Sales and Marketing Manager
ANNE RUSHTON Business & Development

Two’s Company was recorded on 31 August 2007 at the Royal Albert
Hall, London.
Producers ANDREW TRINICK (concert), NIGEL WILKINSON (editing)
Engineers PHILIP BURWELL (concert), SUSAN THOMAS (editing)
Mastering DAVID LEFEBER for Metier
Executive Producer COLIN MATTHEWS

FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT:
NMC Recordings Ltd
Somerset House
Third Floor, South Wing
Strand, London,
WC2R 1LA

Produced in association with BBC Radio 3

Tel. +44 (0)20 7759 1827/8
Fax. +44 (0)20 7759 1829
E-mail: nmc@nmcrec.co.uk
Website: www.nmcrec.co.uk
All rights of the manufacturer and owner of the recorded material
reserved. Unauthorised public performance, broadcasting and copying
of this recording prohibited.

If you would like to help NMC to release more of the best of British contemporary
music, please contact us for details at:

Reg. Charity No. 328052

DISTRIBUTION
NMC recordings are distributed in Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Russia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States, and
are also available through our website www.nmcrec.co.uk
NMC recordings are now available to download as MP3s
from our website.

DONATIONS
W T L Farwell • K J Salway • Anonymous donations

NMC Friends, NMC Recordings Ltd
18-20 Southwark Street, London SE1 1TJ • Tel 020 7403 9445
E-mail nmc@nmcrec.co.uk • Web www.nmcrec.co.uk

Graphic design FRANCOIS HALL

BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra soloists:
Leader Adrian Adlam
Piccolo (Song III) Ewan Robertson

Catalogue number: NMC D153

A BBC Recording

® 2009 BBC. The copyright in the recording is owned by the BBC.
The BBC word mark and logo are trade marks of the British
Broadcasting Corporation and used under licence.
BBC Logo © BBC 2007
® 2009 BBC
© 2009 NMC Recordings Ltd
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